BU & Red Hat Forge $5M Partnership

Red Hat and the BU-led Massachusetts Open Cloud will provide new ECE research opportunities, PhD fellowships and post-doctoral sponsorships, as well as open source development institutes.

Research Advancements

- $4.4M Grant to Develop Smart Car Technology
- DOE tasks Cassandras with easing commuter traffic, lessening traffic pollution and developing smart vehicle technology.

Full story.

Faculty News

- Professor Takes Home James R.酶aven Award
- Professor honored for his outstanding contributions to the field of robotics and AI.

Full story.

Student Successes

- Two Students Win IEEE PES Scholarships
- Ami Vyas and Zachary Lasiuk won IEEE scholarships for the second year in a row.

Full story.

Fall Review

- New MS in ECE Degree
- The MS in ECE degree program trains engineers by equipping them with the skills they need to enter the evolving 21st century workplace.

Full story.

Affiliated Faculty Elevated to IEEE Fellows

- Belta was nominated for automated control synthesis and robot motion.
- Sclaroff was nominated for computer vision, image retrieval, and gesture analysis.

Full story.

Trivia Answer

Professor Sahar Sharifzadeh. Click for pictures or to see a video of the Henn na or “Weird Hotel.”

Spring 2017 Events

- Faculty Candidate Seminars
- PI and a Visioning Workshop for the NSF Smart and Connected Health Program
- ECE Day 2017, click to see 2016 coverage
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